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Abstract
In a study of education and wages, we de…ne delay as the residual of a regression of
school-leaving age on the worker’s highest degree. Delay is the part of school-leaving age
that is not explained by the highest degree. Variability in delay is mainly due to grade
retention. Making use of various instruments, we …nd a robust, signi…cant and negative
impact of delay on wages. A year of delay causes a decrease of the student’s beginningof-career wage around 9%, while at the same time, returns to education are positive
with values also around 9%. We show that the assumption of fully informed employers
is not compatible with this e¤ect. The only reasonable explanation, supported by the
data, is the fact that longer delays signal unobserved but negative characteristics to
the employers.
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Introduction

1

Education systems vary in the e¢ ciency and precision of their sorting properties. Degrees
convey more or less information to the labour markets, depending on a number of institutional details. In some countries, educational organizations have been designed to play
the role of public certi…cation agencies; in these systems, the practice of grade retention is
very common: a student is promoted to the next grade only if his or her test results are
su¢ ciently good; students who can’t pass are tracked.1 In contrast, in more egalitarian societies, or in economies promoting mass education, social promotion — i.e., the practice of
passing students to the next grade, regardless of their school performance — is dominant.2
It seems that education systems may experience historical swings between retention-based
designs and social promotion principles. This is clearly the case in the US, where the recent
development of grade retention appears to be a by-product of school accountability policies.
In many countries, grade repetition practices are hotly debated. There is a concern that the
negative statistical results obtained in a number of studies are due to unobservable student
selection problems. Recent contributions, proposing an identi…cation strategy that takes
care of grade-repetition endogeneity, show that there are some bene…cial e¤ects of retention,
at least in the short run.3 This literature is discussed further below. Di¤erent outcomes
can of course be considered, such as self-esteem, health status and crime rates, but labour
market outcomes, if not the ultimate judges of the e¢ ciency of grade repetitions, are clearly
some of the most important. In the following, we propose a study of the e¤ect of grade
repetitions on employment and wages.
The main contribution of the present paper is a causal study, i.e., an IV estimation
of the impact of grade repetitions on wages. To the best of our knowledge, our results had
not been found before
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(see our discussion of the literature below). Our test is based on

an extension of the Mincer equation. Log-wages are explained by two endogenous variables:
the student’s degree and the student’s time to degree, not simply by years of education.
1

France and Germany are good instances of these systems.
Scandinavian countries and the UK are typical instances.
3
See, for instance, Jacob and Lefgren (2004), Neal and Whitmore-Shanzenbach (2010), for an evaluation
of the 1996 reforms of the Chicago Public Schools, that ended social promotion.
4
The closest attempt is due to Eide and Showalter (2001) who studied the impact of grade repetitions on
wages in the US. They propose some IV estimates of the e¤ects of grade retention on log-earnings, using the
child’s birthday and between-state variations in kindergarten entry dates to construct an instrument. They
…nd a positive, but imprecisely estimated and non-signi…cant impact of grade repetitions.
2
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Both variables are intrumented. There is a substantial amount of individual variability in
time to degree-completion, conditional on the highest certi…cate or diploma earned by the
student. This variability is mainly due to grade repetitions. We de…ne delay as the di¤erence
between the individual’s school-leaving age and the average school-leaving age of students
holding the same highest certi…cate or degree. Delay is the part of age that is not explained
by the highest degree. We then show that delay has a negative impact on wages at the
beginning of a worker’s career. We …nd that an additional year of education, leading to
a higher certi…cate, yields a 9% increase in wages, on average, while an additional year of
delay causes a 9% decrease of the student’s wage, also on average5 . Employers therefore
undo what the students try to achieve by repeating grades or retaking exams. Students with
a positive amount of delay are perceived as less able by the job market, ceteris paribus. It
follows that the individuals who decide to repeat a grade or resit an exam a year later, gain
nothing on average. It can nevertheless be rational for students to invest one more year in
education, trying to make up for a failure, since the investment will ex post be pro…table for
those lying above the regression line, roughly half of the population. If we take into account
the utility of degrees in terms of self-esteem and social status, the bet is worth taking for
many students, ex ante. It is however dubious that the social value of grade repetitions is
positive.
Both education and delay may be signals in the sense of Spence and are potentially
endogenous in the wage equation. Thus, two instruments at least are needed to identify and
consistently estimate their coe¢ cients by means of IV methods. To this end, we show that
various instruments can be used, but we mainly employ past school-opening instruments, and
distance-to-the-nearest-college, measured when students were entering grade 6. For instance,
employers are assumed not to observe variations in the local ratios of schools to school-age
population that are shown to have an impact on school-leaving age. Using 3SLS, we then
…nd a robust, signi…cant and negative impact of the delay variable on wages, averaged over
the …rst …ve years of career. A number of checks show that the result is fairly robust.
The impact of delay is far from negligible and stems from the fact that it conveys information about the unobserved ability of young workers. Thus, another contribution of this
paper is to propose a test for the presence of incomplete information in wage formation, or for
5

To be more precise, we regress log-wages on a measure of education, which is a position on a scale of
certi…cates and degrees and on student delay. Education and delay happen to be orthogonal by construction,
because delay in our sense is the residual of a regression of school-leaving age on education.
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signaling in the sense of Spence (1973), based on the delay variable. Spence’s signaling hypothesis is often opposed to human-capital theories although in fact, one should interpret the
signaling view as encompassing the complete information view of wages, i.e., ‘Becker’s’view
(on this point, see, Riley 2001, Weiss 1995, Lange and Topel 2006). If employers imperfectly
observe the relevant characteristics of job applicants, a number of observable characteristics
can become signals in the sense of Spence and play a role in the determination of wages. In
contrast, traditional human capital theories are valid if these informational aspects of wage
formation are of limited importance in practice, because employers observe many relevant
traits of the employees and learn quickly about their productive characteristics. But the
signaling hypothesis is obviously not incompatible with the fact that education increases
a student’s future productivity. This is why we view Spence’s theory as an extension of
Becker’s theory under conditions of incomplete information, instead of taking it only as a
synonym for education as pure screening.6 Our claim is that signaling in the sense of Spence
is the only likely reason for which delay has a signi…cant and negative impact in the wage
equation.
To estimate the models, we used a very rich sample of 12; 310 male students, drawn
from a survey7 of young workers, conducted in France between 1992 and 1997. The survey
provides a wealth of details on family background, educational achievement, type of certi…cates and degrees, and a month-by-month reconstruction of labor market experience during
the …rst …ve years of career. The data permit one to distinguish the duration of schooling
from e¤ective certi…cates, and to compute the delay variable.
We rely on several sources of variation to identify the causal e¤ects of education and
delay. Distance to the nearest college (at the time of junior high-school entry) is one of our
instruments (although we can dispense with it and still obtain the results). College proximity
instruments, measuring a form of exogenous variation of education costs, have been used by
a number of contributions, including the pioneering work of Card (1995) (see also, e.g., Du‡o
(2001), Carneiro et al. (2003)). These instruments have been criticized for various reasons,
6

Our approach borrows elements from the recent literature on employer learning (e.g., Farber and Gibbons
(1996), Altonji and Pierret (2001), Lange (2007), Arcidiacono, Bayer and Hizmo (2010)). According to
employer-learning theory, the impact of job-market signaling e¤ects is limited to the beginning of a worker’s
career, because employers learn the unobserved ability characteristics of employees after a few years only.
Thus, we have a good chance of …nding a signaling e¤ect before it fades out, precisely because our data cover
the …rst years of career of young workers.
7
The survey is called Génération 92, and produced by a French state-sponsored institution called CEREQ.
See section 2 below for details.
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and notably because mobility in geographical space is likely to be endogenous. In the present
research, distance-to-college is measured at the time of entry in the French equivalent of grade
6, that is, years before the age at which students e¤ectively decide to go to college, and thus
predetermined.
Our core instruments are based on school openings, and we took inspiration from
Currie and Moretti (2003).8 We tried various possibilities, but the instruments exploiting
vocational high-school supply variations happened to work better than others.9 In some
robustness checks, we also use the student’s month of birth, and claim that it is an admissible
instrument for delay10 .
These assumed sources of exogenous variation pass the tests of overidentifying restrictions and of weak instruments. These tests are crucial in our context because the question of
knowing which variables are observed by employers is ultimately empirical. If the employers
did observe our instruments, or variables correlated with our instruments, this knowledge
would be re‡ected in wages, and the overidentifying restrictions of our model would be
rejected. At the same time, of course, instruments must be strong, and given the multidimensional nature of the instrumentation problem, we need to do more than simply applying
the usual rules of thumb. We thus provide an application of the weak IV tests proposed by
Stock and Yogo (2005).
Relationships with the literature
The relevance of degrees (as opposed to years of schooling) has been discussed in the literature
on returns to education. A number of authors have identi…ed “sheepskin e¤ects”.11 Degree
holders tend to obtain higher wages than the workers with the same number of years of
education who failed to pass the …nal exams. These authors have commented the possible
connection of their results with the signaling view, but, either they didn’t really prove that
these results can only be attributed to signaling, or they didn’t treat the endogeneity problem.
8

We used the complete listing of the addresses and dates of opening of all secondary high schools,
vocational colleges, colleges and universities in France since the early …fties, using a …le from the Ministry
of Education, the Base Centrale des Etablissements.
9
We computed the stock of vocational high schools in the county of residence at the age of entry into
grade 6 of the student, and we divided this stock by the population aged 15 to 19 in the same county, at the
same moment.
10
We show below that the month-of-birth variable passes the test of weak instruments in the sense of
Stock and Yogo (2005), because it is a good instrument for delay (not for education).
11
See, e.g., Hungerford and Solon (1987), Groot and Oosterbeek (1994), Jaeger and Page (1996), Belman
and Heywood (1997)
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At the same time, Kane and Rouse (1995) showed that, among those who failed to earn the
degree, the number of credits (i.e., partial completion of a two-year college’s degree, for
instance) does matter.
Time-to-degree and other forms of schooling delays are in fact important from the
empirical point of view12 . Grade repetitions in primary and secondary school are frequent
in some countries and absent in some others; see, Paul (1997). As noted above, in the recent
years, grade retention policies became more common in the US. On grade retention in the
US, see, e.g., Eide and Showalter (2001), Jacob and Lefgren (2004), Dong (2010). Grade
repetitions are also frequent in developing countries (see, e.g., Gomes-Neto and Hanushek
1994). European data are studied by Fertig (2004), Mahjoub (2007), Alet (2010). These
recent contributions …nd short-run positive e¤ects of grade repetition on test scores. The
data used below are generated by an educational system that has several sizeable sources
of delay, because grade repetitions in primary, secondary and higher education are very
common in France13 . Our delay variable is the result of an addition of these sources of age
variation.
The consequences of incomplete information for labor markets have been explored in
various ways14 , but a handful of contributions only have proposed empirical tests of Spence’s
theory, since the mid-seventies. Empirical tests of Spence’s theory are di¢ cult to construct
because signaling and human-capital theories, inspired by Becker (1964) and Mincer (1974),
predict the same increasing relationship between education and wages. Early attempts are,
for instance, due to Wolpin (1977), Riley (1979), Albrecht15 (1981) and Weiss (1988). Some
identi…cation16 strategies rely on shocks a¤ecting the supply or demand of education; see,
e.g., Lang and Kropp (1986), Bedard (2001), Chevalier et al. (2004), Hämäläinen and
Uusitalo (2008). Closer to the approach proposed below are strategies testing for the presence
12
For instance, Brunello and Winter-Ebner (2003) have analyzed the expected completion time of college
students in 10 European countries; they show that the percentage of students completing their degree at
least one year later than the required time ranges from 30% in Sweden and Italy to zero in the UK. The
problem seems to be important in the US, at the undergraduate as well as graduate levels. The recent work
of Garibaldi, Giavazzi, Ichino and Rettore (2006) identi…es the impact of tuition fees on the time-to-degree
of students at the Bocconi University in Milan.
13
In this country, 45% of grade 9 male students had already accumulated a year of delay at least in 2002.
14
On the empirical assessment of adverse selection problems, see, for instance, Gibbons and Katz (1991),
Foster and Rosenzweig (1993), Shaw and Lazear (2008).
15
See also Albrecht and van Ours (2006).
16
A decomposition of the productivity-enhancing and signaling e¤ects of education can be obtained with
the help of a structural model, but only at the cost of strong restrictions; see Fang (2006).
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of statistical discrimination in wages, based on the presence or absence of a certi…cate. For
instance, Tyler, Murnane and Willett (2000) test if the GED credential has a signaling value
on US labor markets17 .
In the following, Section 2 is devoted to the linear model and to our test of the
signaling hypothesis; we discuss the conditions of validity of our instruments and the weak
instruments problem, given assumptions relative to the employer’s and the econometrician’s
information. Section 3 describes the data and instruments. Section 4 presents estimation
results and various robustness checks. We conclude in Section 5. In the appendix, we
propose an analysis of the sources of OLS bias in our model, and discuss the possible role
of measurement errors. The weak-instruments test results are also presented. We refer to a
working paper version of the present article (i.e., Brodaty et al., 2010) for many details on
the data, robustness checks, additional estimation results, etc.

2

The Linear Model and Test of the Signaling Hypothesis

We …rst present our testing strategy for the presence of job market signaling. The test relies
on an extended log-wage equation, suggested by economic theory. The log-wage equation
can be embedded in a linear system of simultaneous equations, by the addition of auxiliary
regressions explaining education and delay. To perform the test, we jointly estimate the
log-wage and linear auxiliary equations, using 3SLS, with the help of several instruments. In
principle, in its simplest form, the test can be implemented if at least two valid instruments
for education and delay can be found.
Following Farber and Gibbons (1996), we distinguish four kinds of variables: (i)
variables observed by both the employer and the econometrician (education, age, various
controls); (ii) variables observed neither by the econometrician nor by the employers (unobservable individual “ability”characteristics); (iii) variables observed by the employer but
not by the econometrician (potentially some individual characteristics of the employee), and
crucially, (iv) variables observed by the econometrician, but not by the employer (past environmental factors that matter for the student’s highest degree and time-to-degree but are
not reported in the employee’s CV).18
17

The GED (General Educational Development) is a battery of tests that a high-school dropout can take
as a “second chance”. On this question see also Cameron and Heckman (1993).
18
In the work of Farber and Gibbons (1996), the role of category-(iv) variables is played by the Armed
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2.1

Derivation of the Model

Let si denote individual i’s education level and let di denote i’s school-leaving age. Let in
addition (si ) denote the average school-leaving age of the subset of individuals with the
same education level s as i, that is, with s = si . Function (s) is the empirical counterpart
of E(d j s). Individual i’s delay is de…ned as

i

= di

(si ). Delay is thus the part of

school-leaving age that is not predicted by education s. Alternative de…nitions are possible,
but would lead to very similar econometric formulations. We now drop index i to simplify
notation.
We assume that an individual’s productivity, denoted q, is given by the relation
ln(q) = a0 s + b0 + Xc0 + e1 + e2 ;

(1)

where X is a vector of covariates observed by both the employers and the econometrician, e1
is an ability factor observed by the employer, but not by the econometrician, and e2 another

ability factor, observed neither by the employer nor by the econometrician. Both are assumed
to have a zero mean, …nite variances and a non-negative covariance. Parameters c0 are the
coe¢ cients on control variables X, observed by employers, students and the econometrician.
The list of controls includes a measure of experience, if needed. The productivity-enhancing
e¤ect of education is denoted a0 ; it is in general nonnegative. The direct e¤ect of delay on
productivity is denoted b0 . In theory, if experience and education are measured precisely,
this latter parameter should be zero. Note that a nonzero b0 would capture e¤ects that
are not already explained by X; s; e1 ; e2 . We allow for the possibility that b0 is nonzero,

because delay might capture some aspects of the person’s maturity. Delay being a measure
of experience, its coe¢ cient would then be nonnegative. We will return to this point later.

It is reasonable to assume that some relevant characteristics of a job applicant are
not directly observed by the employer, at least at the beginning of a career. Accordingly,
we assume that employers are incompletely informed: they observe only (X; s; ; e1 ). This

is enough to generate the possibility of signaling à la Spence. We precisely de…ne “Spence’s
hypothesis” as the assumption that employers do not observe e2 . In contrast, we de…ne
“Becker’s hypothesis” as the assumption that employers observe (X; s; ; e1 ) and e2 , i.e.,

Forces Quali…cation Test (AFQT): it is assumed that the AFQT measures unobserved ability and is not
observed by employers. In the present research, we assume that employers do not observe our instruments,
or do not observe individual traits that are correlated with the instruments.
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under the latter assumption, employers observe all the productivity-relevant characteristics
of applicants.
Standard economic theory, as well as signaling theories, suggest that wages w are
equal to the expected productivity of employees conditional on employers’information, that
is,
w = E[q j X; s; ; e1 ]:

Now, assuming that our random factors and variables are normally distributed, ln(q) conditional on (X; s; ; e1 ) is also normal. Using the well-known formula for the expectation of a
log-normal random variable, we thus have,

w = expfE(ln(q) j I) + (1=2)V ar(ln(q) j I)g;
where by de…nition, I = (X; s; ; e1 ). A special property of normal vectors is that the

conditional variance V ar(ln(q) j I) doesn’t depend on the value of I; it can therefore be
treated as a constant, included in X. Thus, we get the equation,

ln(w) = a0 s + b0 + Xc0 + e1 + E(e2 j I):

(2)

Under the assumed normality of the variables, conditional expectations are linear, and we
get the convenient formula,
E(e2 j I) = a1 s + b1 + Xc1 + f1e1 ;

(3)

where a1 , b1 , c1 and f1 are theoretical regression coe¢ cients. Substituting this result in the
log-wage equation, we …nally get the model,
ln(w) = as + b + Xc +

(4)

1;

where to simplify notation, we de…ne, a = a0 +a1 , b = b0 +b1 , c = c0 +c1 , and

1

= (1+f1 )e1 .

We obtain a two-dimensional signaling model. Delay appears in the log-wage equation mainly
because it is a signal that conveys information about the hidden talent factor e2 . Coe¢ cient
b1 is the signalling e¤ect of delay. The same is true with the education variable’s coe¢ cient,

which is the sum of two e¤ects: the direct productivity-increasing e¤ect of education a0 plus

Spence’s signaling e¤ect a1 . It is not possible to identify a0 and a1 (or b0 and b1 ) separately
without making strong additional assumptions, but if we can …nd a consistent estimator
of b = b0 + b1 , and if we are ready to assume that the pure productivity e¤ect of delay
9

b0 is nonnegative, we can easily test if b1 is signi…cantly negative. Of course, a full-‡edged
signaling model should specify the students’ preferences and private information. This is
done below, in sub-section 2.3. But at this point, we have enough elements to present the
testing strategy.

2.2

Testing Signaling vs. Complete Information

Technically, we assume that some variables Z are exogenous sources of variation for s and
, assumed uncorrelated with the s. Variables Z shift the student’s costs of education and
at the same time, are not correlated with variables observed by the employers, but that the
econometrician doesn’t observe. To be precise, if we assume
N
1 X 0e
Z i1 ) = 0;
p lim(
N i=1 i

(5)

and if Z has at least two components, Z is a valid vector of instruments for s and , under
Spence’s hypothesis. Note that (5) doesn’t involve e2 . The central argument here is that Z
is a list of environmental factors that had an impact during the individual’s childhood but

are typically not reported in a CV — something that is not written on the applicant’s face

— and therefore, that vector Z is neither included in the employer’s information set, nor
correlated with characteristics observed by the employer but that the econometrician doesn’t
observe. In addition, under Spence’s hypothesis, if Z happened to be correlated with e2 ,

since e2 is not observed by employers, it is not re‡ected in the wages, and the wage equation

can still be estimated consistently with the help of Z. In the application below, we used
more than 2 instruments and could thus use the test of overidentifying restrictions to show
that none of the chosen instruments can signi…cantly explain the wage equation’s residual.
Assume now that Spence’s hypothesis, as re‡ected by the model stated above is
wrong, and assume on the contrary that a full-information version of the theory holds.
For convenience, we call “Becker’s hypothesis” the model in which ability factors e1 and

e2 are fully observable by the employers (but not by the econometrician). Under Becker’s
hypothesis, we thus have,

ln(w) = a0 s + b0 + Xc0 + e1 + e2 :

If we estimate the regression

ln(w) = as + b + Xc + ;
10

(6)

where

is a random error term, by ordinary least squares, the estimations of a and b are

potentially biased under Becker’s as well as under Spence’s hypotheses. Education s and
delay

are clearly endogenous under either assumption.
If we strengthen our hypothesis and assume in addition,
N
1 X 0e
p lim(
Z i2 ) = 0;
N i=1 i

(7)

then a test of “Spence”versus “Becker”is at hand, using our linear model.
Under Spence’s hypothesis, the IV estimates (b
aIV ; bbIV ) of the coe¢ cients on s and
in the log-wage equation are consistent and we …nd,

p lim(bbIV ) = b0 + b1 :

p lim(b
aIV ) = a0 + a1 ;

In contrast, under Becker’s hypothesis, the same IV estimates are consistent but satisfy
plim(b
aIV ; bbIV ) = (a0 ; b0 ). If Becker’s hypothesis holds, we strongly expect to …nd bbIV
0

and if in contrast, this coe¢ cient happens to be signi…cant and negative, then Spence’s

hypothesis holds. This is because the result can only be due to the fact that b1 < 0 under
the prior assumption that b0

0. We thus have a test of the presence of signaling in the

sense of Spence, conditional on the assumption that b0 is nonnegative.
Note at this point that, when we reject “Becker”, we do not reject the fact that education has real productivity-enhancing e¤ects, that is, a0 > 0. Our formulation of Spence’s
model is not incompatible with the fact that education really increases productivity, and we
do not test this latter assumption. We only reject the assumption that employers are “fully
informed”, in the restricted sense that they observe and price any relevant characteristic of
job applicants.
To sum up, under Becker’s hypothesis, employers are supposed to observe all the
information relevant for productivity and in this case, the valid instruments are variables that
have no direct impact on productivity, i.e., a¤ect productivity only through “inputs" that the
econometrician also observes, such as degrees.19 Under Spence’s hypothesis, employers are
incompletely informed, therefore, valid instruments can be chosen in a larger set, including
the variables that are valid IVs under Becker’s hypothesis, plus variables that employers do
not observe, even if they are correlated with productivity-relevant characteristics, provided
19

Valid IVs should of course not be correlated with things that the employers observe and that the
econometrician doesn’t observe.
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that the latter characteristics are not observed by employers. In this latter case, variables not
observed by employers will not be directly priced in the wage equation, and more precisely,
will not be re‡ected in the residual of the wage equation.
In practice, a di¢ culty stems from the fact that these requirements can only be met
with a reasonable degree of approximation. Perfect information only means substantially
more information than in the incomplete information case, and perfect instruments for education probably do not exist. However, we believe that the variables used below, that are
mainly describing the student’s geographical environment in early childhood, are likely to be
valid IVs for this model. The validity of our assumption that Z is not correlated with things
observed by employers, and that we do not observe, is ultimately an empirical question. If
Z cannot explain the residuals of the wage equation, then Z cannot be in the employer’s
information sets and is irrelevant for the pricing of labor.20
Given that we …nd that bbIV < 0, the most plausible interpretation of our results

is that a form of Spence’s signaling e¤ect is present in the data. Delay signals negative
productivity characteristics to the employer. Our estimates would be compatible with a full-

information view only if delay “destroyed" productivity (because then b0 would be signi…cant
and negative). Could this for instance be due to the fact that higher delay in fact measures
a form of lower “quality” of the diplomas and certi…cates? No, because this interpretation
contradicts the full-information assumption according to which employers observe all the
productivity-relevant aspects of quality directly. In other words, under “Becker’s view,”
employers do not need to use delay as a proxy for something that they are supposed to observe
directly. Thus, if there are no measurement errors, the only consistent interpretation of the
presence of the delay variable in the log-wage equation, under employer full-information, is
to view it as a measure of experience, or a measure of maturity. We know from the literature
that potential experience (i.e. “maturity”) and partial degree completion21 (i.e., “credits”)
have a positive return. Students that are slightly older than the average of the group holding
the same degree could only be (slightly) more productive ceteris paribus, given that negative
characteristics have been taken into account (i.e., controled for) by the employer. There
20

It is possible to dispense with the assumption that Z is not observed by employers, provided that Z
is irrelevant in a certain sense. We can admit that employers observe Z if (i), Z has no direct impact on
productivity q, and (ii), Z doesn’t contribute to the explanation of 2 , given X; s; ; 1 ; in other words, if
the regression function E( 2 j X; s; ; 1 ; Z) doesn’t depend on Z. Finally, if delay is not observed by the
employers, then, it is easy to check that we must have p lim(bbIV ) = 0.
21
See, e.g., Cameron and Heckman (1993), Kane and Rouse (1995).
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exists a form of measurement error if the education level observed by the econometricians is
not the same as that observed by the employers. But if we assume that measurement errors
are negligible at least, we have a test of “Becker vs Spence”.
Therefore, we must study the consequences of measurement errors for our testing
strategy: this is done in details below. For the time being, we continue to reason as if the
econometrician and the employer observed the same measure of education. We now specify
the auxiliary equations that can be appended to the log-wage equation. The discussion of
this extended model will shed light on the empirical results, and allow for a more precise
assessment of the weak instruments problem in our framework.

2.3

The complete signaling model: the potential weak instruments
problem

Assume now that students make rational educational investment decisions based on a cost
of education function C(d; s; X; Z), where d is school-leaving age (or years of schooling), X,
Z and s are as de…ned above. There are at least two “cost-shifters” with di¤ering impacts
on students and we can partition the vector Z as Z = (Z1 ; Z2 ). We assume that,
C(d; s; X; Z) =

b2 d2
+ sZ1 a2 + Xc2 :
2

(8)

The cost is mainly an increasing and convex function of the time spent in the educational
system and of family-background controls. In addition there are some speci…c interaction
e¤ects of Z1 with s: the cost is smaller when, say, Z1 is higher, and all the more since
ambitions s are higher. Typically, we will use past vocational high-school openings as Z1 .
There could be other interactions and other impacts on C but they would not add anything
essential. An important point is that duration d is random, from the point of view of students
and employers. We assume the following,
d = s + Z2 + Xc3 +
where

> 0,

6= 0 and

3

(9)

3;

is a random factor, potentially correlated with

1

and

2.

The crucial assumption is that employers do not observe Z, but that Z is observed
by students and the econometrician. Typically, we have in mind that22
22

' 1.

Indeed, with our data, when we estimate the above equation while taking the possible endogeneity of s
into account (using in fact Z1 as an instrument), we …nd that ' 1:03, not signi…cantly di¤erent from 1.
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From this we can now derive delay as employers see it. We assumed that they take
delay
d

to be the part of age d that is not explained by the highest degree23 , i.e.,

=

E(d j s). Under normality assumptions, we can express the regression of d on s as
E(d j s) =

where

0

(10)

+ ( + )s;

and ( + ) are theoretical regression parameters24 . From this we derive the delay

0

equation,
=

s + Z2 + Xc3 +

0

(11)

3:

Students are assumed to observe X, Z, and a random factor e0 . But they do not
observe e1 , e2 and 3 . Let the student’s information set be J = (X; Z; e0 ). From the
students’point of view, school-leaving age and wages are random and therefore risky. Wages
as predicted by the student are

E[ln(w) j J; s] = as + bE( j J; s) + Xc + E(

1

j J; s):

It follows that students take the signalling e¤ect of delay into account in their education
decision, through the term bE( j J; s). Assume that they choose education s so as to maximize,
E

ln(w)
r

C(d; s; X; Z) j J; s ;

(12)

where r is some discount rate. Using the above speci…cations, it follows that, equivalently,
students are assumed to solve,
maxf(1=r)E(ln(w) j J; s)
s

sZ1 a2

Xc2

(b2 =2)[E(d j J; s)2 + V ar(d j J; s)]g:

Now, under normality, V ar(d j J; s) doesn’t depend on (J; s) and E(d j J; s) is linear with
respect to (J; s). Thus, the …rst-order conditions for an optimal schooling investment s are
of the form,
0

rZ1 a2 =

1 E(d j J; s);

(13)

23
Instead of the above de…nition of delay, we could have assumed that
= d E(d j s; X; 1 ); since
employers observe (d; s; X; 1 ) by assumption. This more sophisticated representation would not change
anything essential.
24
With our data, if we regress d on s using OLS, we …nd a very precise estimate of + , equal to 0:7:
it follows that ' 0:3. Note that is the OLS bias of the coe¢ cient on s, due to the fact that employers
do not observe Z.
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an expression in which

is a function of r; b2 ; ,
etc. It follows that the optimal education level s is a linear function of (X; Z; e0 ). For some
0

is a function of a0 ; a1 ; b0 ; b1 , etc, and

1

reduced-form parameters h0 ; h1 ; h2 , we have the …rst-stage equation,
s = Xh0 + Z1 h1 + Z2 h2 +
where to simplify notation, we de…ne,
reduced-form equation for s.

0

(14)

0;

= h3e0 , and h3 is the coe¢ cient of e0 in the

We write delay in reduced form as follows,

= Xg0 + Z1 g1 + Z2 g2 + g3
and g0 = c3

h0 , g1 =

h1 , g2 =

0

+

3;

(15)

h2 , etc.

Now, we see some potential pitfalls more clearly. The above derivation of the reducedform equations for s and
because s and

shows that there is a built-in risk of a weak-instruments problem,

are nearly explained by the same linear combination of the instruments if

' 0. This is a real danger, but we use Stock and Yogo’s (2005) approach to test for weak
instruments, and show that in fact we can …nd sets of more than two exclusions that are
fairly strong, and at the same time pass the test of overidentifying restrictions well.
In Appendix A, we examine the potential problems posed by measurement error. We
show that a form of error in the measurement of education (i.e., degrees) can explain the sign
of the OLS biases that we …nd with the model. The main conclusions of this discussion is that
(i) the coe¢ cient on delay b can be estimated consistently by linear IV estimators, even in
the presence of a measurement error on the education variable; (ii) returns to education are
underestimated by OLS while the coe¢ cient on delay is potentially strongly overestimated.
Indeed, by means of OLS, we …nd a small and positive b while, in fact, b is unambiguously
negative.

3

Data and Instruments

To perform the estimations presented below we used “Génération 92”, a large-scale survey
conducted in France. The survey and associated data base have been produced by CEREQ
(Centre d’Etudes et de Recherches sur les Quali…cations), a public research agency, working under the aegis of the Ministry of Education25 . Génération 92 is a sample of 26; 359
25

Articles and descriptive statistics, concerning various aspects of the survey, are available at www.cereq.fr.
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young workers of both sexes, whose education levels range from the lowest (i.e., high-school
dropouts) to graduate studies, and who graduated in a wide array of sectors and disciplines.
Observed individuals have left the educational system between January 1rst and December26 31rst, 1992. They have left the educational system for the …rst time, and for at least
one year in 199227 . The labor market experience of these individuals is observed during 5
years, until 1997. The survey provides detailed observations of individual employment and
unemployment spells, of wages and occupation types, as well as geographical locations of
the students at the age of entry into junior high-school (roughly at 11), and in 1992, when
they left school. The personal labor-market history of each survey respondent was literally
reconstructed, month after month, during the period 1993-1997, by means of an interview.
Before 1992, the individual’s educational achievement is also observed.

3.1

Education levels

To explore the impact of degrees in a linear model, we constructed a synthetic schooling
variable, dubbed education. By de…nition, it is the individual’s “normal age”after a number
of years of successfully concluded education. The “normal”number of years needed to reach
the individual’s grade, sit the exam and earn the degree, is a conventional age, associated
with each individual’s school-leaving degree. For each degree or certi…cate, the normal age
is thus the age of those who earned this degree or certi…cate, without any grade repetition
or delay of any kind — not the average completion age. Our education variable is thus a
particular construction that is di¤erent from the traditional years-of-schooling used in the
literature. A number of conventions have been used: (i) the high-school dropouts have a
normal age of 13 years; (ii) the vocational high-school degree holders have a normal age of
16 or 18 years, depending on the category of their certi…cate;28 (iii) those who passed the
national high-school diploma, i.e., the baccalauréat,29 have a normal age of 18; (iv) two years
of college30 correspond to a normal age of 20, and so on. In the linear model studied below,
26

To …x ideas, the number of inhabitants of France who left school for the …rst time in 1992 is estimated
to be of the order of 640,000.
27
They did not return to school for more than one year after 1992, and they had not left school before
1992 except for compulsory military service, illness, or pregnancy.
28
i.e., the so-called Certi…cats d’Aptitude and Brevet d’Etudes Professionnelles.
29
Grade 12 students in the US correspond (roughly) to the French classe terminale, and the students of
this grade sit an examination called baccalauréat. There exist vocational versions of the diploma.
30
The corresponding exam is called DEUG (Diplôme d’Etudes Universitaires Générales), which is the
equivalent of an Associate’s degree, or DUT (Diplôme Universitaire de Technologie). There are exams at
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this education variable is used instead of the years-of-schooling measure of human capital.
We also estimated a nonlinear model, in which education levels are indicated by dummy
variables and education choices are given by a discrete choice, Ordered Probit structure, to
check for robustness of our results.31

3.2

Wages and returns to experience

Each individual’s curriculum on the job market is an array of data including a number of jobs,
with their corresponding wages and durations in months, and unemployment spells, again
with a length in months. To estimate the returns to education, we rely on a single, scalar
index of earnings for each worker. We constructed di¤erent wage variables with the help of
the data. We …rst purged the wage observations from the e¤ect of potential experience, or
alternatively, from the e¤ects of e¤ective experience. For each individual, we observe the …rst
wage, the last wage and the average of observed real wages; all of them are purged from the
impact of experience (either potential or e¤ective) using a within regression.32 This yields
di¤erent wage statistics.
Let w denote the real wage in January 1992 French Francs (using the French consumer
price index as a de‡ator). Let y = ln(w). Let x denote the measure of experience. We use
the standard regression function,
yit = xit + x2it +

i

+ uit ;

where i indexes individuals and t indexes employment spells. We then estimated the returns
to both forms of experience by means of a panel-data within estimator of

and , to take

care of the problems due to …xed e¤ects33 . Using our sample, and with potential experience,
this yields very precisely estimated values b = 0:066 (with a t-statistic equal to 23:0) and
the end of each of the college years in French universities, and the DEUG or DUT correspond to the end of
grade 14.
31
The results of the ordered probit version of the model are presented in the long version of this paper,
Brodaty et al. (2010).
32
Potential experience is de…ned as the time elapsed between the month of 1992 during which the individual
left the education system (i.e., the school-leaving date) and the wage observation, measured in months, and
divided by 12. E¤ective experience is de…ned as the number of months of employment between the schoolleaving date and the date at which the wage has been observed, divided by 12. Note that we focused on
full-time employment spells only.
33
The within estimator provides us with consistent estimates of and , even if the individual-speci…c
e¤ects i are correlated with experience xit .
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b = 0:0013 (with a t-statistic equal to 2:67). These are returns per year of experience. We

then reconstruct a purged log(mean-wage) variable y as follows,
0
1
X
yi = ln @
b xit bx2it )A ;
it exp(yit
t2Spells(i)

where t runs in the set of observed employment spells of individual i and the weight

it

is

the length of spell t divided by the total duration of the period during which individual i
is observed (in months). In other words, our mean wage statistic is the arithmetic average
of the full-time real wages earned during full-time employment spells, weighted by their
respective spell durations, net of the returns to experience. For each individual, we can
also easily de…ne the …rst wage, also corrected for the e¤ects of experience. For descriptive
statistics and further details, see the working-paper version of this article, Brodaty et al.
(2010).

3.3

Delay and grade repetitions

A substantial part of the variance of school-leaving age, conditional on education level or
degrees, happens to be due to repeated grades. Grade repeaters are quite common, even in
college. Delays are thus generated by grade repetitions in primary, secondary and higher
education. They are also computed with the help of some conventions. An individual i’s
delay

i

is de…ned as this individual’s school-leaving age di , minus the average school-leaving

age

of those for which i’s highest degree is also the highest (and who left school with

that degree).34 For instance, an individual who …nished high school and passed the national
examinations (i.e., the baccalauréat) at the age of 19:33 is below par and would get a delay
of approximately

1:45 = 19:33

20:78 years, because the average age of those who left

school at this level is 20:78.35 The national high-school diploma is required for admission
to colleges (i.e., Universités) in France. Thus, a person who passed the baccalauréat at the
age of 18:5 and spent two years in college but failed to pass an Associate’s or any equivalent
34
We also studied a variant, in which delay was de…ned as school-leaving age minus normal age
(i.e.,“education”). The di¤erences between the two approaches are small, but the chosen de…nition seemed
to yield better results.
35
School-leaving age can in fact be measured in months, and then converted back into years (in real
numbers). We observe that the average age at which those who went to college passed the national highschool exam is of course lower than 20:78, but the national high school exam is not their highest degree. In
a number of regressions, we used delay measured in integers, i.e. in years, and the results are very similar.
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degree has an education level of only 18 (which corresponds to that person’s highest degree)
and would have a delay of

0:28 years (since the average age of those who left school with

the baccalauréat is 20:78). Employers do observe the school-leaving age and compare it to the
average school-leaving age of similar students. Figures 1a-1c provide various representations
of the distribution of delay for males. Figure 1a is the plain non-parametric estimate of
the density. Figure 1b plots the densities, conditional on father education; Figure 1c shows
the density of delay, conditional on student education. The overall impression is that the
distribution of delay is quite stable and doesn’t depend on education.

3.4

Environment and variations in geographical space

On top of this, the survey provides information on family background: the father’s and the
mother’s occupation in 92, the father’s and the mother’s education are the most important
of these variables.36 We know the geographical location of the student’s family at the age
of junior high-school entry and the student’s location at school-leaving age (i.e., in 1992).
Location is rather precise since we know the code of each commune, and there are more than
35; 000 communes in France.
Part of our instruments and some controls are based on data with a geographical
structure. Using a …le from the National Geographical Institute (Institut Geographique National), which permits one to link …ne territorial-division codes with geographical coordinates
on the map of France, we have computed a distance-to-college, which is the Euclidean distance between the commune of residence at the age of entry into grade 6 and the nearest
college37 (i.e., the nearest Université). Note that distance to college is not computed with
the student’s location in 92, but with the coordinates of his residence at a much younger
age.38
A number of other variables are based on inter-county variation, where by county
we mean the French département.39 With the help of Census and regional macro data
from the National Statistical Institute (INSEE ), we constructed a county-level share of
36

Are also observed, for each individual: the number of sisters, the number of brothers, the rank among
siblings (i.e., birth order).
37
This distance is the Euclidean distance between the two points on the map of France, in kilometers.
38
This data source also yields a measure of local population density, which we used as an additional control.
39
There are 95 départements in France. Communes are a much …ner territorial division. So the distanceto-college variable is close to being individual-speci…c.
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population aged 15-19 in 1982, that is used as a control. We constructed an average countylevel unemployment rate in the years 1982-1987, in the county where the student was residing
at junior high-school entry. This variable can possibly be used as an instrument if we control
for the rates of unemployment experienced by the individual after 1992. So, we use the
average rate of unemployment in the years 1992-1997, in the 1992 county of residence of
the student, as a control in the wage and employment equations. This is tantamount to
exploiting inter-county variability of past unemployment rates.
Finally, we constructed a battery of school-opening instruments, using a …le from
the Ministry of Education (the Base Centrale des Etablissements) which lists all high-school
and two-year college openings in the country since 1950. The …le enables one to distinguish
between vocational and general high-schools. The instruments based on vocational highschool openings in each county happened to be the strongest. The 1980s in France witnessed
a rapid growth in the number of vocational high-schools (i.e., to be precise, of the lycées
professionnels and lycées techniques). Interestingly, there is a substantial degree of intercounty variability of the stock of vocational high-schools, per capita of 15-to-19-year-olds.
We use this variable as an instrument.40 Here, given the structure of our data, we must avoid
a potential problem of negative correlation of the individual’s education with the high-school
stock. This correlation would simply re‡ect the fact that educated students are older at the
end of their studies and therefore experienced an environment with less high-schools during
their teens. To avoid this problem, we have chosen to …x the year at which the stock is
evaluated. The choice of 1982 as a …xed point in time, ten years before the school-leaving
year of students, characterizes the school-supply environments, roughly around the age of
junior high-school entry.
Now, one might argue that it is not the stock of high schools itself that plays a role,
but its growth rate or …rst di¤erence. We then also computed the variation of our countylevel stock of vocational schools between two …xed points in time, namely between 1989 and
1982, and used the variation as an instrument. These years cover the relevant time span
during which most of our students were teenagers. Again, with this de…nition, the years
at which temporal variations are evaluated do not depend on the individual’s age, but only
on the individual’s county of residence at the age of junior high-school entry. There is a
40

In a recent paper, Currie and Moretti (2003), have used the same kind of school-opening per capita,
measured in the years when the individual was at a crucial age, say 17 or 18. For more details and …gures
related to this instrument, see Brodaty et al. (2010).
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substantial amount of inter-county variation in these stock variations in the sample.41
In some variants of the model, we used alternative sets of instruments. Our main
alternative to school-opening instruments is the individual’s month of birth, which is a good
instrument for delay. In some variants we also use a mother-at-home dummy, and the number
of siblings as instruments, but they play a secondary role and are mainly used as a robustness
check.

4

Estimation Results and Robustness Checks

We thus estimated the following system of three simultaneous linear equations,
ln(wi ) = asi + b i + Xi c +

i;

si = Xi h1 + Zi h2 + i ;
i

= Xi g1 + Zi g2 +

i:

Formally, (a; b; c), (h1 ; h2 ; g1 ; g2 ) are parameters to be estimated, X is a vector of controls,
Z is a vector of instruments for s and , and ( i ; i ; i ) is a vector of random disturbances,
with covariance matrix

. We keep in mind that the random terms ( i ; i ; i ) are correlated

because they are functions of the correlated ability terms . The …rst equation is the logwage equation and the last two are, respectively, the reduced forms of the education and
delay equations described above.
A …rst crucial test is to check whether the estimated coe¢ cients (b
aIV ; bbIV ) are signi…cantly di¤erent from zero. A second crucial test is to check whether bbIV is negative,
which, according to our theory, indicates that signaling is taking place. To identify (a; b),

we only need two exclusions from the wage equation, in other words we need two instru-

ments at least. We can use distance-to-college and school opening variables to do this job,
or alternatively, use the individual’s month of birth and some other past environmental, or
family-background variable. In fact, we will show that it is legitimate to exclude more than
two variables from the wage and employment equations, and use an over-identi…ed model.
We will show that various combinations of instruments lead to the same conclusions. The
model and its variants have been estimated by means of 3SLS (three-stages least squares).
41

The distribution is skewed (there are more increases than decreases in the stock of high-schools per
capita), but there is a non-negligible number of counties in which the stock has been reduced by closings;
see Brodaty et al. (2010) for details.
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The education variable s and the delay variable

have a remarkable property: their

empirical covariance is zero.42 Let f1; :::; N g be the set of observed individuals. For the ease
of exposition, de…ne the subsets of the agents with education level equal to s as B(s) =
fi j si = sg. These subsets constitute a partition of the set of observed individuals. Let
N (s) = jB(s)j be the number of observations in B(s). Then, the average school-leaving age
of students with education level s = si can be computed as follows:
(si ) =

X
1
dj ;
N (si )

(16)

j2B(si )

and of course, (si ) = (sk ) for all k in B(si ). Remark that, according to our de…nition, delay
=d

is uncorrelated with any deterministic function f of s, that is: cov(f
c (s); ) = 0 for

any mapping f . In particular, cov(
c ;d

) = 0. This is because the (s) are the coe¢ cients

of a regression of d on a set of indicators of s. Delay is the residual of this regression, and is
therefore orthogonal to .43

4.1

First stage. Strength and validity of instruments

A glance at the …rst stage, that is, the education and delay equations estimated by OLS,
shows the strength and impacts of some instruments. Table 1 gives excerpts of the results
for a benchmark speci…cation of our linear model.44 Education and delay equations have
the same speci…cation. The third and fourth columns of Table 1 also present an alternate
speci…cation of the …rst stage, called variant. The controls in both versions of the …rst stage
are: mother and father occupation dummies; mother and father education dummies; the
population aged 15 to 19 in the county of residence at grade 6 entry, measured in 1982; the
population density in 1982 in the town of residence at grade 6 entry.
The instruments for the benchmark are: distance to college at grade 6 entry; the same
distance to college squared; the 1982 per capita stock of vocational high schools in the county
of residence at grade 6 entry; the variation (denoted

Stock) ) of this variable between 1982

and 1989 in the county of residence at grade 6 entry; residence in the Paris region at grade
6 entry; and …nally, the average unemployment rate 1982-1987 in the county of residence at
42

For a proof that the overall average delay is zero and that the empirical covariance of s and is zero by
construction, see Appendix B in Brodaty et al. (2010).
43
Remark that plim (s) = E(d j s). It is also easy to check that cov( ; s) = E[(d E(d j s))s] = 0.
44
The detailed results are presented inTable F1, Appendix F, of the long version of this article; see, Brodaty
et al. (2010).
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grade 6 entry. The …rst two columns of Table 1 show that, with the exception of distance-tocollege squared in the education equation, all the instruments are highly signi…cant (standard
errors are reported below the coe¢ cients, between brackets).
As expected, distance-to-college has a negative impact on education and the Stock
and

Stock of vocational schools clearly increase education. A higher stock and a smaller

distance mean more opportunities to study and smaller costs of education, so the signs of the
corresponding coe¢ cients are easily interpretable. Distance-to-college and Stock variables
in‡uence education is the usual way, these instruments being cost-shifters. To understand
why these variables also a¤ect delay and with the same sign, we need to remember that the
delay equation is a reduced-form: in fact, delay is a function of education itself, as shown
in our discussion of theory in Section 2 above. We know from a regression of delay on
education and controls that the IV-estimate of the impact of education on delay is positive
and signi…cant, around 0:3. As a consequence, there is no simple story that can be told to
explain the sign of the instruments’coe¢ cients in the delay equation. The underlying theory
even shows that the sign of these coe¢ cients is ambiguous. But since instruments a¤ect
delay for the same reasons that they a¤ect education, there is a potential weak instrument
problem. We show in Appendix B that our …rst-stage speci…cations pass Stock and Yogo’s
(2005) demanding test for weak instruments. We also found that the Stock and

Stock

instruments have a relatively balanced e¤ect in sub-samples, while distance-to-college seems
to a¤ect mostly students from highly educated families.45
Are these instruments truly exogenous? In that respect, it seems crucial that our
instruments pass the tests of over-identifying restrictions very well, but some more fundamental arguments must be put forward. The validity of an instrument must be assessed
with respect to the quality of the controls introduced in the equations of interest (the wage
equation here). We are able to control for many family background variables, for instance,
we know if the students are the sons of farmers, likely to live far away from the nearest
university, or the sons of executives, likely to reside very close to a university, just because
universities, as well as executives, are located in or near major cities. We control for residence in the Paris region, both at the age of grade 6 entry, and the end of studies46 . We
45

Appendix C in Brodaty et al. (2010) gives further details on the properties of the benchmark instruments;

in particular, it shows the impact of instruments in various sub-samples.
46
We have tried to add more geographical dummies as controls to purge wages and employment rates from
regional variations, but this has not proved very useful. The most important and signi…cant geographical
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also control the wage equation for county population aged 15 to 19, local population density
in the county of residence at grade 6 entry, and local unemployment rates post 1992, which
can all contribute to the explanation of regional variations of wages and employment rates.
The distance-to-college instruments have been criticized on the grounds that location
in geographical space is endogenous, and that distance is correlated with regional variations
of labor-market conditions. In the present study, given the relatively rich set of controls,
the fact that distance-to-college is measured at the age of grade 6 entry (not when students
…nish high school or during higher education of course) is a real advantage. It is reasonable to assume that the location of an individual at age 10 or 11 is mainly determined by
parental occupation and parental job opportunities47 . Conditional on family background,
our distance-to-college instrument re‡ects the existence of pre-determined variations in geographical distance, inducing variations in the costs of education. Given the French context
and the quality of our data, these variations are not likely to be correlated with individual
traits that employers can observe during the hiring process, and that the econometrician
does not observe.
The arguments that one can put forward in favor of the per capita stock of vocational
high schools in the county (i.e., Stock) are similar. This stock is pre-determined as well,
because it is measured in the county in which the student was residing at the age of grade
six entry and in the same …xed year (i.e., 1982). So, if the …xed year is not well chosen in
the past, or if the measure of education-supply is not appropriate, the instrument may be
weak, but not necessarily invalid. Again, given the many controls, it is not likely that Stock
is correlated with individual characteristics observed by the employer, re‡ected in wages, but
unobserved by the econometrician. For instance, suppose that two similar blue-collar families
have sons with similar observable traits who may have faced di¤erent environments in terms
of local school availability when their respective sons were aged 10; this had an in‡uence on
the sons’education and delay. It is likely that the two sons will present the same observable
pro…le to potential employers except for education and delay. It is ultimately an empirical
indicator is that of the Paris region, versus the rest of France.
47
France is characterized by a much smaller mobility in geographical space than, for instance, the US.
The students who moved (from one county to another) between the age of grade 6 entry and 1992 are a
minority: 14% of the sample to be precise. See our discussion of mobility below. In addition, in our data set,
distance to the nearest college is not a¤ected by variations of family location within the same city (i.e., the
same commune). It follows that if location within a given city can be partially determined by (elementary
and secondary) school choice, these variations are not re‡ected in the distance-to-college variable.
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question to decide if employers observe (and take into account) individual traits that are
correlated with our instruments during the hiring process, but if this was the case, these
instruments would not pass the test of overidentifying restrictions. In other words, if any
one of the chosen benchmark IVs was correlated with the residual of the wage equation, our
exclusions would be rejected by the overidentifying restrictions test, meaning that employers
do in fact observe something that is correlated with the exclusions. But we will see clearly
below that the benchmark exclusions are not rejected48 . In other words, it could happen
that the Stock instrument is correlated with unobserved characteristics of the student, but
if these latter characteristics are not observed by employers (i.e., if they contribute to the e2

factor in Section 2 above), they will not be re‡ected in starting wages. We also assume that
regional variations in the stock of vocational high schools in 1982 are not correlated with
unobserved regional conditions of post-1992 labor markets, given that we control for some
important sources of local variations of wages and employment rates.
To summarize this discussion, our crucial assumption is that employers, when hiring
young workers, do not observe or do not take into account the instruments or the individual characteristics of job applicants that are correlated with these instruments and that the
econometrician does not observe. Employers may observe applicant traits that are not observed by the econometrician, but we suppose that these traits are not correlated with our
instruments. Given that our IVs are minor aspects of the student’s environment recorded 10
years before the end of schooling, we think that this assumption is reasonable. In any case,
it is not rejected by the data.
We can …nally use a robustness argument: our results survive substantial changes in
the set of IVs. This is why we present many variants. One of these variants is presented in
Table 1; it is only an instance of a series of model variants that pass the tests reasonably
well, lead to the same main conclusions and do not rely on school-opening instruments.
The …rst-stage variant presented in the last two columns of Table 1 has three main
di¤erences with the benchmark. First, it dispenses with Stock,

Stock and Paris at grade 6

48
The time variation of the per capita stock of vocational high schools between two adequately chosen
points in time (i.e. Stock) is likely to su¤er from less problems, if any, than the per capita stock itself.
This is because this instrument re‡ects inter-county di¤erences in the speed of development of the vocational
school system which could be due to variations in the policies and lobbying activities of local governments,
but are most probably due to random local events. The variability of Stock could of course be due to
di¤erences in regional growth rates but only to a limited extent, given the importance of central government
funding in the education sector and the redistributive nature of the grant-in-aid system in France.
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entry. Second, it uses a delay variable measured in months (and divided by 12), whereas the
benchmark uses delay measured in integers (i.e., “in years"). To be more precise, the variant
of delay is based on the exact month of the year during which the student has left school. We
will see below that delay in years and its variant measured in months/12 lead to essentially
the same results. The second important di¤erence is the use of a month-of-birth instrument
that has a speci…c impact on delay. Month-of-birth measures a student’s relative maturity
in his (early) classes: it takes the value 12 for individuals born in January, is equal to 11 for
those who were born in February, and so on. A substantial body of literature has discussed
the various reasons for which these variables have an impact49 , starting with Angrist and
Krueger (1991). In the present setting, it is very clear that month-of-birth has an impact on
delay, but not on education. The coe¢ cient that we …nd measures a reduced-form impact50 .
The other IVs used are the mother-at-home dummy, indicating a mother who doesn’t work,
and the number of siblings. These family-background instruments can be criticized, on the
grounds that family contributions to human capital should be re‡ected by wages, but in
practice, they are fairly strong, and (as seen below) are not rejected by overidenti…cation
tests.

4.2

3SLS estimation of the benchmark linear model

We have estimated the linear three-equations model speci…ed and de…ned above as the benchmark, along with a number of variants, mainly de…ned by changes in the choice of instruments. We …rst present the benchmark speci…cation results and later study the variants,
viewed as robustness checks51 .
49

On this topic, see, e.g., Plug (2001), Bedard and Dhuey (2006).
In France, the month of birth has complex e¤ects on educational achievement. It has e¤ects on the
duration of schooling through elementary school and pre-school enrollment rules and other e¤ects that are
potentially more important. Recent work shows that among other things, a younger relative age increases
the probability of grade repetitions (see, Mahjoub 2008, Grenet 2008). The economists’increasing awareness
of the weak instruments problem has been ampli…ed by the discussion on the validity of the quarter of birth
as an instrument for education (see, Bound et al. 1995, Bound and Jaeger 2000). We …nd here that the
month of birth is a strong instrument for delay and we con…rm that it is a weak instrument for education.
51
The full benchmark results are given in Brodaty et al. (2010), Appendix F, Table F1. The benchmark
controls are: father and mother occupation dummies, father and mother education dummies, population
aged 15-19 (in the county of residence at grade 6 entry), local population density (in the town of residence
at grade 6 entry), average county unemployment rates 1992-1997 (in the 1992 county of residence) and an
indicator of residence in the Paris region in 1992. Benchmark instruments are: distance to college at grade
6 entry; distance to college squared, Stock, Stock; the indicator of residence in the Paris region at grade
6 entry, the county unemployment rate averaged over years 1982-1987.
50
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Table 2 gives the IV estimates of a and b in the log-wage equations, obtained by
means of 3SLS, in two di¤erent speci…cations, with three di¤erent wage statistics. The
standard errors are given in parentheses, and the coe¢ cients are expressed in percentage
(i.e., multiplied by 100). Column A reports the results of a very crude model, estimated
without any controls, while column B reports the results of the benchmark itself, with the
full set of controls. Each group of two columns corresponds to a given wage statistic: the …rst
two columns report results obtained with the mean wage corrected for potential experience,
the middle columns report results obtained with mean wage corrected for e¤ective experience
and the rightmost columns correspond to the …rst wage corrected for potential experience.
3SLS estimates of the coe¢ cient on delay are strongly negative and signi…cant at the
1% level (at least), and the results are very stable from one column to the other. In a column
of type B, a year of delay causes a decrease of the mean wage, during the …rst …ve years of
career, around 9%. At the same time, the e¤ect of education on wages is standard, returns
to a year of education are also around 9%. Given that delay and education are orthogonal
regressors, these results cannot be due to some form of multicollinearity. Results show that
a year of delay will approximately wipe out the bene…ts of an additional step on our scale of
degrees. The di¤erences between column A and column B are limited, giving the impression
that family-background controls do not play a major role, but in fact they do, because
instruments are rejected when these controls are not included. This is clear if we look at
the p-value of the over-identi…cation restrictions F -test. The p-value of the overidentifying
restrictions test jumps from 10

4

to more than 0:5 when we add the controls, which is very

striking. In column A, we reject the fact that the instruments are valid exclusions from the
wage equation, while in contrast, in column B, the p-value being above 50%, we really cannot
reject the exclusions. This con…rms that the judgment on our instruments strongly depends
on the quality of our controls. From a purely statistical point of view at least, none of our
benchmark instruments is rejected by the overidentifying restrictions test.52
These are our main …ndings: delay has a negative impact on wages because it signals
negative characteristics that employers do not directly observe. We will now present a
number of robustness checks. We …rst changed the list of instruments and then also changed
the outcomes: we considered alternative de…nitions of delay and checked for the impact of
52

We also estimated an employment equation. Delay signi…cantly reduces the employment rate in the …rst
…ve years of career. Results are presented in Brodaty et al. (2010, Appendix E).
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experience and mobility. We …nally estimated an ordered probit version of the model in which
education levels are endogenous dummies, to free ourselves from the education variable.

4.3

Robustness check: variants

Table 3a shows the results of a number of variants. The top lines of Table 3a give the
3SLS estimates of coe¢ cients of delay and education in the mean-wage equation (standard
errors are in parentheses). For each variant, we indicate the list of additional controls (added
in the wage, education and delay equations) and a check-list of instruments, showing which
instruments have been selected (and are excluded from the wage equation). The …rst column
restates the results of the benchmark. It is striking that the results are qualitatively close,
the coe¢ cient on delay being always negative and signi…cant, between 6% and 13%. In
variant 1, many controls have been added to the basic family background variables: family
structure, which includes birth order, number of sisters, number of brothers, and the person’s
age at grade 6 entry. The inclusion of these additional controls is not changing the results
much. Variant 2 is not using the Paris region indicator and past local unemployment rates
as instruments (contemporary unemployment rates and the Paris region indicator are also
removed from the list of controls). The wage-equation results resist quite well, although it
is clear that the removed instruments help improving the signi…cance of the coe¢ cient on
delay. Yet, we still get the same negative sign and the same order of magnitude for the
crucial coe¢ cient b. Variant 3 is just Variant 2 with the number of brothers and number of
sisters used as additional instruments. Variant 4 is not making use of the per capita stock
and

Stock of vocational high schools, Paris region and local unemployment variables as

instruments: distance to college, number of siblings and the mother-at-home dummy are
used as a source of exogenous variation. The results of Variant 4 are similar to those of
Variant 3 and con…rm the …ndings of the benchmark, while using a very di¤erent set of
instruments (they have only the distance-to-college variables in common). In any case, these
variants pass the test of over-identifying restrictions very well. But it is not true that any
variant would pass this test, as shown by variant 5. Variant 5 is the benchmark with parental
education dummies as an additional set of IVs: this variant excludes too many variables and
very clearly fails to pass the test of overidentifying restrictions (but still provides a signi…cant
impact of delay on wages of

7%). In general, we see that the negative impact of delay on

wages is a robust result.
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Table 3a also shows that the past local unemployment rate is crucial in passing the
weak instruments tests: we cannot reject instrument weakness in variants 2, 3 and 4, because
the Cragg-Donald statistic is too low (see Appendix B for details on this test). One or two
asterisks indicate that we reject weakness based on a 2SLS bias greater than respectively
10% and 5% of the OLS bias. One or two circles are the corresponding signs for rejection
of the Stock and Yogo test based on a maximal size of a Wald test of 2SLS coe¢ cients of
respectively 10 and 15% (see, Stock and Yogo 2005).
The study of variants is pursued in Table 3b. Variants 6 to 12 show that we can
dispense with distance-to-college, residence in the Paris area and remove one of the Stock IVs
without losing the main results. Variant 8 is a particularly good compromise: a signi…cant
and negative impact of delay, good values of the overidenti…cation F -test, and strong rejection
of weak IVs. It seems that only the Stock and

Stock play an important role in the

signi…cance of coe¢ cient b. If these variables are removed, as in Variants 4 and 9, they
must be replaced with some other source of variation, like the number of siblings, to restore
signi…cance. Variant 11 is just identi…ed, using Stock and past local unemployment only:
the e¤ect of delay is still estimated with precision in the wage equation, and we strongly
reject weak IVs.
Finally, Table 3c displays the results of some variants based on delay measured “in
months/12” (i.e., with fractions of years) instead of delay measured in years (i.e., integer
values). Again, we typically …nd a negative impact of delay, albeit smaller in absolute value,
around

4:5% and remarkably good values of the test statistics. Variant 15 proves that we

can dispense with the past local unemployment IV if we use month-of-birth as an alternative
instrument. The variant presented in Table 1 above is the …rst stage of Variant 16 in Table
3c.
We conclude from the inspection of variants in Tables 3a, 3b and 3c that our results
are quite robust and do not seem to depend too much on a particular instrument.

4.4

Further robustness checks. Other outcomes, alternative de…nitions
of delay and mobility

We have made further robustness checks, the results of which can only be summarized here.
Again, the interested reader will …nd a wealth of details in the long working-paper version
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of this article; see, Brodaty et al. (2010). The questions that we ask are the following:
is the e¤ect of delay still signi…cant and negative when (i), we change the de…nition of the
dependent variables and (ii), if we control for the experience accumulated before the recorded
school-leaving time? Are the results still true if we change the way of measuring delay? Is
mobility in geographical space a source of bias?
Alternate speci…cation: Instead of using the mean wage statistic, we can use the …rst wage
or the last wage observed in the 5-year observation period, net of the e¤ects of potential
experience after the school-leaving date. We also control for the time spent in summer jobs
and internships before the school-leaving date.53 Again, we …nd that the impact of delay
is stable, signi…cant and negative, across these regressions. The speci…c measure of preschool-leaving experience, i.e., time spent in summer jobs and internships, has a positive
and signi…cant coe¢ cient but doesn’t change the crucial coe¢ cients a and b. We conclude
from these tests that experience can increase wages while at the same time, delay still reduces
wages.
Employment equation: We also estimated an employment equation in which the employment
variable is the log of the employment rate, i.e., the ratio of the number of month in employment, divided by the total number of months observed. The employment variable can
be treated exactly in the same way as the log-wage, as the dependent variable. According
to our theory, students with a positive delay would …nd a job less easily, being turned down
more often by employers, and this would be re‡ected in the employment rate. It is indeed
what we …nd: the impact of delay on employment is negative and signi…cant.54
Alternate de…nitions of delay: One could also suspect that delay is job search in disguise. So
we have changed its de…nition in a way that will test for the fact that delay is in fact partly
a form of job search. The standard de…nition of delay is based on the following convention:
for instance, a student who has spent just one year in college without passing any exam has
an education level equal to the normal number of years needed for the high-school diploma,
but an additional year of delay is added because he has spent one year in college without
earning a higher degree.55 In the alternate speci…cation, the delay variable has been changed
53

Brodaty et al. (2010: Table D1, Appendix D) shows the results of these regressions.
Brodaty et al. (2010: Table E1, Appendix E) presents the results on the employment rate equation.
55
In other words, the standard de…nition of delay is computed with the help of school-leaving age, while
education is based on the highest earned degree. This is consistent with our view of the education variable
as measuring the degrees, not the e¤ective but potentially misspent years in high school or college.
54
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so that the months spent in school without producing any new diploma are added to the
…rst job-search spell. These changes are not innocent, and could destroy the main result,
but we see that the signi…cant and negative impact of delay on wages is still present.56
We can produce yet another robustness test with the age at grade 6 entry. We know
that a substantial fraction of the students has already accumulated delay while entering
grade 6. This variable is a good predictor of both …nal delay and educational achievement.
The results show that we …nd a negative coe¢ cient if delay is replaced with age at grade 6
entry, with delay at grade 6 entry or with delay accumulated after grade 6 entry, although
only delay accumulated after grade 6 is truly signi…cant and negative (with a coe¢ cient also
around 9%).57
Mobility in geographical space: During education years, mobility in geographical space may
be endogenous and thus, become a source of bias. In the benchmark model, we use an
indicator of residence in the Paris region at two di¤erent points in time: at the beginning
of high school and at the end of studies, and our local unemployment instrument is based
on location at the beginning of grade 6, while we control for local unemployment at the end
of studies. It is legitimate to control the wage equation for residence in the Paris region
and local unemployment rates at the age of labor-market entry, but endogenous mobility
could perturb the estimates. Note that we estimated variants of the model in which these
additional location variables were not used, and in which the impact of delay on wages was
negative and signi…cant. We are thus con…dent that our main result doesn’t crucially depend
on some problem due to endogenous location choices.
We …rst re-estimated the benchmark model with the subsample of immobile students:
to be precise, the students who reside in the same county at the age of grade 6 entry and at
the end of studies. The mobile students in this sense amount to 14% of the total number
of observations only. The impact of delay is still present and negative, of the same order
of magnitude (yet smaller), but less signi…cant. Then we de…ned a dummy variable called
Move, equal to 1 if the student’s county of residence at the end of studies is not the same as
his county of residence at grade 6 entry. This variable doesn’t change if the student moved
within the same county. We don’t know if the move was motivated by education choices
or by other causes, like changes in parental job location. The Move indicator is added as a
56
57

Brodaty et al. (2010: Table D2, Appendix D) shows the results of these regressions.
Brodaty et al. (2010: Table D2, Appendix D) presents the results of these regressions.
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control in the linear model’s four equations, and we see that it has a positive and signi…cant
coe¢ cient: those who moved earn 7% more on average. Yet, given the simple fact that the
movers are mainly those who went to Universities, and given that we control for education,
Move seems to indicate that movers are somewhat self-selected: they tend to be better than
the average. The important point is that the coe¢ cients on delay are stable and remain very
signi…cant around 9%.58
Ordered Probit: Finally, we have replaced the education variable with a set of dummy
variables indicating a position on a scale of degrees. This is to free ourselves from the
conventions used in the construction of the education variable, based on the notion of normal
age. These dummies are endogenous in the wage equation, so we treated the education
equation as an Ordered Probit, and estimated it jointly with the delay and the wage equations
by Maximum Likelihood, taking care of possible correlations between all error terms.59 We
…nd a strong negative impact of delay on wages. The results are essentially similar to those
obtained by 3SLS.60
To sum up, it seems that our benchmark model is fairly robust: the main conclusions
about the impact of delay on wages can be obtained with various subsets of instruments, with
variants of the endogenous variables, and do not depend on the introduction of additional
controls for experience and mobility.

4.5

OLS estimates and OLS bias

It is interesting to compare the results obtained with IV estimators (the 3SLS estimates)
with the naive OLS estimates of the wage equation and provide an interpretation for the
sign of OLS biases on delay and education variables. The …rst column of Table 4 gives the
OLS estimates of a and b : we see that returns to education are slightly underestimated
(with a return of 6% per year) while the impact of delay is strongly biased upwards, being
close to zero and signi…cant. These …ndings con…rm the analysis proposed in Appendix A,
58

To measure mobility more …nely, we also computed a Distance variable, de…ned as the Euclidean distance,
on the map of France, between towns (i.e., communes) of residence at grade 6 entry and at the end of
studies. This is the distance covered by the individual during his education years, in kilometers, between
two residences. Controlling for Distance doesn’t perturb the main results, and Distance is signi…cant in the
wage equation. For details, see Brodaty et al. (2010: Appendix D, Table D3).
59
This approach is reminiscent of Cameron and Heckman’s (1998) Ordered Probit model of education
choices.
60
The complete estimation results are given in Brodaty et al. (2010: Table F2, Appendix F).
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in which it is suggested that if degrees are measured with error, returns to education are
likely to be biased towards zero, that is, underestimated by OLS, while the impact of delay is
pushed upwards. We have shown above that, in addition to these sources of bias, the usual
“ability bias", that is, the positive correlation of error terms in the wage and education
equations can also contribute to an upward bias of coe¢ cient b. Thus, empirical results
do not contradict the analysis of Appendix A. Table 5 shows the correlation matrix of the
random vector ( ; ; ) obtained as a side-product of the 3SLS procedure. The sign pattern
of the correlations is in accordance with the OLS biases obtained.
Table 4 presents other aspects of our results. Columns 2 and 3 are respectively OLS
and 3SLS estimates of the wage equation in which school-leaving age d is the only endogenous
regressor (delay and education being removed from the right-hand side). We then …nd returns to education around 6%, slightly underestimated by OLS. These results are in line with
the bulk of the literature on returns to education. Note that our instruments are rejected
(the p-value of the overidenti…cation test is very low). This is presumably because delay has
been omitted from the right-hand side of the regression. Columns 4 and 5 presents a similar
exercise, in which delay is omitted and our education variable is the only endogenous regressor. We then …nd that returns to education are very similar, also slightly underestimated
by OLS, and instruments are rejected. The most interesting variant is when the education
variable is replaced with school-leaving age in the wage equation, as in columns 6-7. We
then …nd that returns to education are around 8%, as usual, but the OLS estimate of the
coe¢ cient on delay is negative and signi…cant. In these last regressions, it is striking to
see that delay has a negative and signi…cant coe¢ cient, even if the model is estimated by
OLS. The 3SLS estimates show the same pattern for the OLS bias: returns to education are
underestimated and the coe¢ cient on delay is overestimated (or underestimated in absolute
value). The estimated value of b seems too large in absolute value, but we cannot reject the
instruments in this latter case. These results also show the robustness of our main …nding.

5

Conclusion

Log-wages have been regressed on two orthogonal variables: education, which is a level on a
scale of degrees, and delay, computed as school-leaving age minus the average school-leaving
age of the group with the same degree. Using various instruments and notably past school33

openings and distance to college, we found that delay has a signi…cant, robust, and negative
impact on the wages of young workers. A year of delay causes a 9% decrease of wages,
averaged over the …rst …ve years of career. At the same time, we found standard values of
the returns to education with our degree-based education variable. IV estimation is crucial
to obtain these results, because OLS estimates of the coe¢ cient on delay are close to zero.
We provided explanations for the likely source of this bias. A number of checks, based on
(i) variants of the model, (ii) changes in the instruments, (iii) taking care of experience
and mobility, (iv) making use of alternative de…nitions of delay, education and wages, and
alternative outcomes, like the employment rate, showed that the estimated e¤ect is robust.
The most likely explanation for these results is that the negative e¤ect of delay on wages is a
job-market signaling phenomenon. Employers being incompletely informed, delay, as de…ned
above, conveys information about the young workers’productivity-relevant characteristics.
Using an extension of the Mincer log-wage equation, we thus found a way of testing for the
presence of signaling in the formation of wages. Human-capital theory under employer fullinformation does not predict a negative impact of delay: if the full information assumption
was (nearly) true, the e¤ect of delay on wages should be approximately zero. The negative
coe¢ cient on delay is thus related to incomplete information.
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7
7.1

Appendix
A. Measurement error and other sources of OLS bias

We now answer potential objections related to measurement error. It is likely that education,
and more speci…cally degrees, are measured with error. Employers probably observe a much
…ner description of degrees than the econometrician, even under Spence’s hypothesis. Given
that we aggregated some degrees, the coe¢ cient on delay in a naive OLS regression is likely
to capture the fact that delay is negatively correlated with the imperfectly observed quality
or prestige of the degree. Note that delay could also capture the positive e¤ect of unobserved
partial degree completion, known to be equally nonnegligible. The sign of b would then be
ambiguous, even if signaling is at work. Assume then to …x ideas that education s is not well
observed: the econometrician in fact observes s = s +

4,

where

4

is a random error, while

the student and the employer observe s. We assume that E( 4 ) = 0, and Cov( 4 ; i ) = 0 for
all i 6= 4. This error means that delay, as observed by the econometrician, is contaminated.
The econometrician in fact observes

where by de…nition,

= d

E(d j s ). Under

normality again, we can express the regression of d on s as E(d j s ) =
Using (11) and substituting s = s

Expressing

4,

=

0

=

0

as a function of

we can rewrite

and

s + Z2 + Xc3 +
s + Z2 + Xc3 +

+( +

)s .

as follows,

3
3

0

4

+

4

and substituting the result in the wage equation yields the

log-wage regression, as seen from the point of view of the econometrician61 ,
ln(w) = [a + b(

)]s + b

+ Xc + b(

0

0)

+

1

+ [b( + )

a] 4 :

(17)

This clearly shows that coe¢ cient b is still consistently estimated by means of the linear IV
estimator based on Z.
We can now study the OLS biases in this model with two endogenous regressors, s
and . Suppose to simplify the analysis that there are no controls, i.e., X = 0, suppose that
s is centered. We have E(s ) = E( ) = 0 and s ?
61

, since d

E(d j s ) ? s . From this

Note that if there was also a measurement error on d, say, d = d + 5 where 5 has a zero mean and
is uncorrelated with other variables, then the appropriate de…nition of delay would be
=d
E(d js ).
But 5 being independent of s , we have E(d js ) = E(djs ) and it follows that
= + 5 . The log-wage
regression would have an additional noise term b 5 , and our discussion would be essentially the same.
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we easily derive

0

=

0

= 0. The model under study can now be rewritten,
ln(w) = [a + b(
s

)]s + b

+ ;

= Z:h + ";
= Z:(

h) + ;

where the random error terms are,
=

1

+ [b( + )

" =

0

+

=

3

a]

4

4

( +

)

0:

4

Regressors being orthogonal, the OLS estimates of the wage regression
ln(w) = s +
2
i

are easy to compute. Denote for simplicity,
and

ij

= Cov( i ;

j ),

+
2
x

= V ar( i ) ,

= V ar(x),

xy

= Cov(x; y)

for i; j = 0; 1; :::; 4. Using Cov(Z; i ) = 0 for all i, some standard

computations yield the results,
p lim(b OLS ) = a + b(

)+

p lim(bOLS ) = b +

:

V ar( )

"
2
s

(18)

;

2
4

+

(19)

So, the OLS estimators of a and b are biased, as expected. To obtain a more precise
view of the OLS biases as a function of measurement-error variance
we compute the values of

2
4

and other correlations,

and . By de…nition of the theoretical regression coe¢ cients,

we have,
+

=

ds
;
2
s

+

Simple covariance computations also yield,

=
"

Cov(d; s )
=
2+ 2
4
s

=

10

ds
2
s

+ [b( + )

+

2
4

:

a] 24 . Substituting these

results in expressions (18)-(19) above, we …nally obtain,
10
2
s

p lim(b OLS ) = a +
We assume that

10

= Cov( 0 ;

1)

0 because

0

2
4

a
+

2
4

and

1

:

(20)

are two di¤erent perceptions of

the individual’s “talent” or unobserved ability. In the absence of measurement error, the
41

OLS bias on returns to education a should therefore be positive: it would be the usual
“ability bias”. But measurement error tends to cause a counteracting underestimation of
the returns. In fact, our empirical results below show that the OLS estimate of

is typically

slightly smaller than its IV estimate, so that returns to education seem to be underestimated
by OLS. Measurement error is therefore a likely explanation. It is easy to check that an
2
4

increase in the variance of errors

will typically yield a lower OLS estimate of

. This

is also true, with our data, in numerical experiments. We have tried to add random errors
to our measure of education and this had the e¤ect of reducing the estimated returns to
education62 .
If we now compute the OLS bias on the delay e¤ect b, we …nd,
p lim(bOLS ) = b +

where,

1
V ar( )

V ar( ) = V ar(Z:(

13

10

+( +

h)) + V ar(

3

)(a

0)

b( + ))

)2

+( +

2
4

(21)

;

2
4:

(22)

From these expressions, we see that there are several sources of bias in the estimation of
delay e¤ects. It is likely that
maturity plays a positive role,

13
13

= Cov( 1 ;

3)

0, given that

3

increases delay, but if

may be small in absolute value; in contrast,

negative and converges towards

as

2
4

grows without bound. The term

is typically
10

is likely

to be positive and contributes to an upward bias. Measurement error has a positive impact
since

+

> 0, b < 0, a > 0 and

+

> 0, so that (a

b( + )) > 0. We conclude

that b should be overestimated by OLS for various reasons, including measurement error on
s. Indeed, this is what we …nd with the data: the OLS estimate of b is typically near zero
and even slightly positive, while the IV estimate of b is signi…cantly negative, near

9%.

In numerical experiments, adding noise to the education variable s typically increases the
OLS estimate of b. Again, we see that the measurement error explanation is consistent with
the facts, but the upward bias on b may also naturally be due to

10 .

Finally, V ar( ) is

numerically much smaller than V ar(s ): this also contributes to a small downward bias on
education and a large bias on delay.
62

Since we also …nd that b < 0, we have b(
) > 0, and it follows that the IV estimates of should
still overestimate the returns to education by the amount b(
), in the presence of measurement error.
Overestimation is modest if measurement error problems are not too severe, because in this case,
' .
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7.2

B. Application of Stock and Yogo’s test for weak instruments

Consider the results of the …rst-stage, presented in Table 1. The F -test for the joint significance of the instruments is far above the rule-of-thumb level of 10 in both equations63 . In
spite of this, there is a risk of instrument weakness if the same linear combination of instruments in fact explains both education and delay. So we computed the tests recommended
by Stock and Yogo (2005) for weak instruments, based on the Cragg-Donald statistic. If
the two endogenous variables s and

can be nearly explained by the same combination

of instruments, the Cragg-Donald statistic takes a low value, the IV estimates are biased
and the standard errors of these estimates are underestimated (i.e., using 2SLS, the null
rejection rate based on t tests at the nominal 5% level could in fact be 10% or more). But
our benchmark instruments are not weak: we reject the null hypothesis that the bias of the
2SLS coe¢ cients is more than 10% of the OLS bias (with a risk of 5%). The value of the
Cragg-Donald statistic is equal to 13:41 for the benchmark, while Stock and Yogo’s critical
values are between 8 and 11 for this version of their test64 . We also reject the hypothesis
that the null rejection rate of the 5% Wald test concerning the 2SLS coe¢ cients of the …rst
stage is in fact 15% or more (the critical value, also based on the Cragg-Donald statistic,
is 12:33). This is quite reassuring, given that Stock and Yogo’s tests are demanding. We’ll
see below that some variants of the model exhibit much higher values of the Cragg-Donald
statistic and therefore less risk of weak IVs than the benchmark65 .
How come that our school-opening and distance instruments are not weak? To see
this, we can look at the other instruments used in the benchmark speci…cation. Residence
in the Paris area at grade 6 entry has a large impact on both education and delay. As
will be seen below, variants in which the Paris region dummies are not used work well:
they are not essential. In contrast, it is interesting to note that past local unemployment
rates reduce education and increase delay. Unemployment can have a depressing e¤ect on
63

See Staiger and Stock (1997).
If the Cragg-Donald statistic is higher than some critical value, we reject the null assumption that
instruments are weak. This means that with the chosen instruments, we reject the fact that they have the
potential to lead to a bias of 2SLS estimates relative to OLS estimates of more than 10%, with a risk of
rejecting the null wrongly of 5% . If the maximum bias of OLS estimators of returns to education is, say,
10 percentage points, and the relative 2SLS bias is 0:1, then, the maximum bias on returns to education
estimated by 2SLS is one percentage point.
65
See Brodaty et al. (2010), Table C3, Appendix C. This table gives the Cragg-Donald test values and
Stock and Yogo’s critical values for a number of variants of the model, including the benchmark and variant
of Table 1.
64
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education through di¤erent channels. It is very likely that in regions of high unemployment,
the weight of liquidity constraints is greater, because the student’s parents are more likely
to be poorer. At the same time, the reduced-form impact of local unemployment on delay
can be understood as the result of smaller opportunity costs of education in regions of high
unemployment. In these regions, there are less attractive job market opportunities and the
incentives to earn a degree quickly are reduced. Note that current local unemployment is
used as a control in the wage equation, for otherwise, the past local unemployment rate
would be a bad instrument. The latter variable thus plays a major role in raising the CraggDonald statistic because it has opposite e¤ects on education and delay: in the benchmark
speci…cation, it helps avoiding the weak instruments problem (as will be seen below in the
discussion of variants).
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Figure 1a: Distribution of Delay

Figure 1a: Distribution of delay
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Figure 1b: Conditional Distribution of Delay (Impact of Father’s Education)

Figure 1b: Distribution of delay according to father's education
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Figure 1c: Conditional Distribution of Delay (Impact of Son’s Education)

Figure 1c: Distribution of delay according to student's education
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Table 1: First Stage of the Benchmark Linear Model

Stock of vocational high schools 1982
 stock of vocational schools 1989-82

Paris
Area at grade 6 entry
Local unemployment rate before 1987

Benchmark
Education Delay (in years)
0.0171***
0.0048***
(0.0012)
(0.0007)
0.0317***
0.0074***
(0.0032)
(0.0017)
0.5368***
0.2898***
(0.0981)
(0.0532)
-0.0525***
0.0545***
(0.0143)
(0.0079)

-0.0067**
(0.0031)
0.00005
(0.388×10-4)
31.2

-0.0065***
(0.0016)
0.00008***
(0.198×10-4)
18.06

-0.0431***
(0.0123)
-0.0054
(0.0068)
0.4632***
(0.1043)
-0.1288***
(0.0159)
-0.0067**
(0.0031)
0.0001*
(0.290×10-4)
14.37

0.21

0.021

0.206

Month of birth
Mother at home
Number of siblings
Distance to college in 1982
(Distance to college in 1982)2
F test of instruments
R2
Cragg-Donald Statistic
Number of Observations

Variant
Education Delay (in months)

13.41

0.0488***
(0.0065)
0.0347***
(0.0036)
0.0596
(0.0547)
0.0322***
(0.0085)
-0.0061***
(0.0017)
0.0001***
(0.199×10-4)
26.48
0.023
12.11

12,310

Note: Columns 1 and 3 (resp. columns 2 and 4) are the estimated coefficients of OLS regressions of the education variable (resp. the delay variable) on the listed instruments and
controls (standard errors in parentheses). The controls in both versions of the first stage are: mother and father occupation dummies; mother and father education dummies; the
population aged 15 to 19 in the county of residence at grade 6 entry, measured in 1982; the population density in 1982 in the town of residence at grade 6 entry. *** (resp. ** or
*) indicate significance at the 1% (resp. 5% or 10%) level. The Cragg-Donald statistic is used to test for weak instruments (see notes of Table 3b and Table C3 in appendix C for
explanations).
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Table 2: 3SLS Estimation of Log-Wage Equation (Benchmark)

Mean Wage corrected for
potential experience

Controls

Mean Wage corrected for
effective experience

First Wage corrected for
potential experience

A

B

A

B

A

B

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

-9.91%***

-9.29%***

-7.83%***

(0.0229)

(0.0270)

(0.0207)

(0.0258)

(0.0239)

(0.0310)

12.37%***

9.26%***

11.58%***

8.37%***

10.70%***

8.35%***

(0.0065)

(0.0084)

(0.0059)

(0.0079)

(0.0068)

(0.0095)

R2

0.0316

0.1719

0.0353

0.1817

0.0217

0.1100

p-val. of Fisher Overid. Test

0.0001

0.6180

0.0001

0.5091

0.0001

0.8565

Delay (in years)
Education

-12.62%***

-10.92%***

-8.83%***

Note: Three-Stage Least Squares estimation of the log-wage equation for three different definitions of the dependent variable. Correction for the effect of potential (resp.
effective) experience is based on a within estimation of a regression of log-wages on potential (resp. effective) experience and potential (resp. effective) experience
squared. The residuals of these regressions are then averaged with weights proportional to employment spells, to compute the corrected mean-wage variables. We have
checked that the results are essentially the same if the impact of experience is neglected. The last two columns on the left of Table 2 give the result when the first wage
(corrected for potential experience) is used instead of a mean of wages observed during the first 5 years of career. Column A reports the results of a crude regression
without any controls (note that in this case the p-value of the Fisher Over-identification test is low and we unambiguously rejects the instruments). In contrast, in B
columns, controls are added to the regression and the p-value of the F-test of over-identifying restrictions jumps upwards to high values, above 50%. We therefore cannot
reject the instruments. The benchmark controls are: father and mother occupation dummies, father and mother education dummies, population aged 15-19 (in the county of
residence at grade 6 entry), local population density (in the town of residence at grade 6 entry), average county unemployment rates 1992-1997 (in the 1992 county of
residence) and an indicator of residence in the Paris region in 1992. Benchmark instruments are: distance to college at grade 6 entry; the same distance to college squared,
Stock, ΔStock; the indicator of residence in the Paris region at grade 6 entry, the county unemployment rate averaged over years 1982-1987. Standard errors are in
parentheses. *** (resp. ** or *) indicate significance at the 1% (resp. 5% or 10%) level. Coefficients on delay and education have been expressed in percentage (i.e.,
multiplied by 100).
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Table 3a: Robustness Check Ia: Variants

Delay (in years)
Mean Wage purged from
effects
of potential experience

Education

p-value of overidentification F-test
Paris Area 1992 (1)
Additional controls of equation Average local unemployment rate 92-97 (1)
of interest
Family structure (16)

Instruments

Age at grade 6 entry (4)
Distance to college in 1982 (2)
Stock of vocational high schools 1982 (1)
 stock of vocational schools 1989-82 (1)
Average local unemployment rate 82-87 (1)
Paris Area at grade 6 entry (1)
Number of siblings (10)
Mother at home (1)

Benchmark
-9.91%***
(0.0270)
9.26%***
(0.0084)
0.6180
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Variant 1
-10.29%***
(0.0289)
9.79%***
(0.0098)

Variant 2
-12.97%**
(0.0638)
7.63%***
(0.0255)

0.5831
Yes
Yes
Yes

0.5502

0.6962

0.5488

0.0001
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Variant 3
-7.48%***
(0.0216)
5.64%***
(0.0081)

Variant 4
-6.54%**
(0.0311)
6.29%***
(0.0113)

Parental education (8)

Variant 5
-7.19%***
(0.0202)
8.29%***
(0.0035)

Yes

Number of instruments

6

6

4

14

13

14

Cragg-Donald Statistic

13.41*°

12.26*°

2.11

5.08

5.00

10.48

Note: Tables 3a-3b-3c present variants of the 3SLS estimation of the log-wage equation. Standard errors are in parentheses. Stars on coefficient estimates *** (resp. ** or *) indicate
significance at the 1% (resp. 5% or 10%) level. Coefficients on delay and education have been multiplied by 100 to be expressed in percentage. Each column is a variant of the regression of
log-mean wage, purged from the effects of potential experience on delay, education and controls. The controls are father and mother occupation dummies, father and mother education
dummies, population aged 15-19 (in the county of residence at grade 6 entry), local population density (in the town of residence at grade 6 entry) plus some additional variables listed as
“additional controls”. The list of instruments used for estimation is given in each column: „Yes‟ indicates that the corresponding instrument(s) is (are) included in the first-stage regression
(and excluded from the wage equation). The last line gives the Cragg-Donald statistic, used to test for weak instruments (see note of Table 3b for explanations).
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Table 3b: Robustness Check Ib: Other Variants

Delay (in years)
Mean Wage purged
from effects
of potential experience Education
p-value of overidentification F-test
Additional controls of
equation of interest

Instruments

Variant 6
Variant 7
-12.51%*** -17.18%***
(0.0330)
(0.0629)
8.86%***
(0.0098)

11.18%***
(0.0208)

0.8834

0.5321
Yes

Paris Area 1992 (1)
Average local unemployment rate 92-97 (1)
Distance to college in 1982 (2)
Stock of vocational high schools 1982 (1)
 stock of vocational schools 1989-82 (1)
Average local unemployment rate 82-87 (1)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Paris Area at grade 6 entry (1)

Variant 8
-9.41%***
(0.0291)
9.11%***
(0.0085)

Variant 9
-5.73%
(0.0384)
12.07%***
(0.0128)

Variant 10
Variant 11
Variant 12
-12.14%*** -12.38%*** -12.71%***
(0.0359)
(0.0364)
(0.0335)
8.72%***
(0.0100)

9.14%***
(0.0115)

9.32%***
(0.0112)

0.3300
Yes

0.0996
Yes

0.5255

---

0.9154

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Number of instruments

5

5

4

4

3

2

3

Cragg-Donald Statistic

15.68**°

3.59

18.82**°°

20.96**°°

24.39**°°

34.14°°

18.23°°

Note on the Cragg-Donald statistic: If the two endogenous variables education and delay can be nearly explained by the same combination of instruments, the Cragg-Donald
statistic takes a low value, the IV estimates are biased and the standard errors of these estimates are underestimated. If the Cragg-Donald statistic is higher than some critical
value, we reject the null assumption that instruments are weak. Our benchmark instruments are not weak: we reject the null hypothesis that the relative bias of the 2SLS
coefficients is more than 10% of the OLS bias (with a risk of 5%). The value of the Cragg-Donald statistic is equal to 13.41 for the benchmark, while Stock and Yogo's critical
values are between 9 and 15 for this version of their test. This means that with the chosen instruments, we reject the fact that they have the potential to lead to a bias of 2SLS
estimates relative to OLS estimates of more than 10%, with a risk of rejecting the null wrongly of 5%. We also reject the hypothesis that the null rejection rate of the 5% Wald
test concerning the 2SLS coefficients of the first stage is in fact 15% or more (the critical value, also based on the Cragg-Donald statistic, is 12.33). This is quite reassuring,
given that Stock and Yogo's tests are demanding. Table C3, in Appendix C gives the Cragg-Donald test values and Stock and Yogo's critical values for the variants of Tables
3a-3c, including the benchmark and the variant of Table 1. Stars ** and * refer to the first Stock and Yogo test of weak instruments, based on 2SLS bias relative to OLS bias.
Circles ° and °° refer to the second Stock and Yogo test of weak instruments, based on the Wald test of 2SLS coefficients. One star * (resp. two stars **) means that the
Cragg-Donald statistic is high enough to reject a bias of more than 10% (resp. 5%) of the OLS bias at the significance level of 5%. One circle ° (resp. two circles °°) means
that the Cragg-Donald statistic is high enough to reject the null hypothesis that the null rejection rate of the 5% Wald test concerning the 2SLS coefficients of the first stage is
in fact 15% or more (resp. 10% or more).
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Table 3c: Robustness Check Ic: Other Variants
Variant 13
-4.03%***
(0.0134)
7.63%***
(0.0056)

Delay (in months)
Mean Wage purged from effects
of potential experience

Education
p-value of overidentification F-test

Additional controls of equation of interest

Instruments

Variant 14
-5.13%***
(0.0150)
8.21%***
(0.0068)

0.605
Yes

0.2021
Yes

Average local unemployment rate 92-97 (1)
Distance to college in 1982 (2)
Stock of vocational high schools 1982 (1)
 stock of vocational schools 1989-82 (1)
Average local unemployment rate 82-87 (1)
Paris Area at grade 6 entry (1)
Number of siblings (1)
Number of siblings dummies (10)
Month of birth (1)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Mother at home (1)

Yes

Paris Area 1992 (1)

Variant 15
-3.71%**
(0.0177)
4.09%***
(0.0100)
0.1653

Yes
Yes
Yes

Variant 16
-3.51%**
(0.0165)
7.26%***
(0.0106)
0.5593
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Number of instruments

18

7

5

6

Cragg-Donald Statistic

12.29*

21.83**°

14.22**°

12.11*°

Note: See explanations in the footnotes of Tables 3a and 3b.
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Table 4: OLS Biases and Variants with School-Leaving Age
Dependent Variable: Mean Wage purged from effects of potential experience

School-Leaving Age
Education
Delay (in years)
2

R
p-val. of Fisher Overid.
Test

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

OLS

OLS

3SLS

OLS

3SLS

OLS

3SLS

---

5.84%***

6.96%***

---

---

8.17%***

10.96%***

---

(0.0010)

(0.0068)

---

---

(0.0012)

(0.0096)

6.10%***

---

---

6.09%***

7.47%***

---

---

(0.0009)

---

---

(0.0009)

(0.0064)

---

---

0.08%***

---

---

---

---

-6.88%***

-18.18%***

(0.0016)

---

---

---

---

(0.0019)

(0.0302)

0.4004

0.3427

0.0212

0.3992

0.2198

0.4061

0.1894

---

---

0.0001

---

0.0052

---

0.6676

Note: This table presents regressions of the log-mean wage, corrected for the effect of potential experience on the benchmark set of
controls and various subsets of endogenous variables: school-leaving age, education and delay. The first column shows the results of an
OLS estimation of the wage equation: we find a small positive coefficient on delay (upward bias) and a slightly underestimated return to
education (downward bias). Both biases can be explained by measurement error affecting education, as suggested in Section 2 of the paper,
but there are other possible explanations. All 3SLS estimations of Table 4 rely on the benchmark instruments and controls described in
Table 1 and 2 above. The rightmost columns of the table present the results obtained when education is replaced by school-leaving age in
the wage equation. The OLS coefficient of delay in the next to last column is negative and significant. Standard errors are in parentheses.
*** (resp. ** or *) indicate significance at the 1% (resp. 5% or 10%) level. Coefficients on delay and education have been expressed in
percentage (i.e., multiplied by 100).
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Table 5: Correlation Matrix of Residuals (Benchmark Model)
Mean Wage

Education

Delay

1
-0.2338
0.4793
Mean Wage
-0.2338
1
-0.0279
Education
0.4793
-0.0279
1
Delay
Note: Table 5 presents the cross-correlation matrix of the residuals of the benchmark wage, education and delay
equations, estimated by 3SLS.
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